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Abstract
This paper presents an experiment on the impact of
Shared Mental Models (SMM) on creative virtual
teamwork. We tested whether the usage of an online
whiteboard influences the building of SMM in the
initial phase of virtual teamwork. As SMM are the
foundation for successful collaboration in teams, we
transferred the construct on measuring the team task
and team goal in a creative virtual team process. In the
first section of the paper a theoretical discussion on
SMM, creativity and virtual teamwork will be
presented. Subsequently, our experiment on virtual
teamwork via the use of a virtual tool and its impact
towards SMM will be introduced and the results will be
discussed. We identified that specific creative
competencies of virtual tools enhance the level of SMM
but still lack in perceived efficiency compared to
physically present teamwork. The findings recommend
further research on the applicability, effectiveness and
capabilities of creative virtual tools.

1. Introduction
Fostering creativity, developing innovative
products and services as well as solving complex tasks
are current challenges in daily business life. Various
creative innovation approaches, such as Design
Thinking, have been developed in the past decades to
provide a method to solve these challenges. A
fundamental element of these methods is teamwork in
diverse working areas.
Within changing business environments due to
technological achievements, teamwork can be
performed time- and location-independent on a virtual
level by the use of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT). Virtual Teams are confronted with
different challenges than face-to-face teams concerning
for instance the remote understanding of the overall
task that has to be solved.
Past research has shown that Shared Mental Models
(SMM), on a face-to-face level, are crucial for the
success of a team [33]. SMM relate to a collective
comprehension between all individuals in a team
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concerning several aspects of teamwork such as tasks,
goals and skills [33,34]. In this paper, we will discuss
the impact on SMM within virtualized collaboration.
Transferring and analyzing the results in research
already conducted in the area of SMM, creativity and
virtual teams, we aim to initialize a scientific
discussion on the building of SMM in virtual team
environment concerning the use of visualization.
Namely, we test the influence of and on SMM when
using a virtual visualization tool as a teamwork
facilitator. With our conducted experiment, we
identified that virtual teams, using visualization tools,
work more effective and satisfied and can build a
higher shared understanding.
In the first section of this paper a theoretical
foundation of SMM and virtual teams will be presented
and discussed in the context of using ICT that supports
the visualization of a SMM. Following, the
assumptions and hypotheses will be presented and the
research experiment will be introduced.
In the second section the methodological approach
of the experiment will be described in detail and the
results will be presented subsequently. The third and
closing section of this paper discusses the experiment’s
results followed by the conclusion.

2. Context
This study is part of a larger project in which we
analyze the effects on and the chances of SMM in a
virtual Design Thinking process. Design Thinking is
inherently based on teamwork and comprises
creativity, multidisciplinarity, collaboration, cocreation and iteration. Design Thinking uses tools in a
sequence, borrowed from different scientific
disciplines like social sciences (e.g. psychology and
economics), design sciences (e.g. architecture) and
engineering (e.g. computer sciences, mechanical
engineering). In the past years various tools were
developed as a digitized version and are offered online
(e.g. www.mural.co). There is a high number of virtual
tools with a vast variety of functionalities and
application areas. Despite the vast presence and use of
online tools, which may support a Virtual Design
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Thinking process, there is no complete reproduction of
a whole face-to-face Design Thinking process
available yet. Well-developed, scientific-based
approaches for “Virtual Design Thinking” are missing.
Our motivation for this paper comes from a Design
Thinking perspective, which explains several aspects
included in our paper, e.g. the debate on Wicked
Problems in a virtual creative teamwork. Nonetheless,
we firstly focus on the role of SMM in creative virtual
teams.

3. Shared Mental Models
Shared Mental Models (SMM) are psychological
constructs and describe the accumulation of diverse
Mental Models represented in a team. Each individual
has made up a Mental Model in order to synthesize the
diverse facets a person acts in. Mental Models are
defined as individual cognitive displays relating to
one’s specific structures as foundation for interaction
[29,31]. On the one hand, a Mental Model helps to
explain individual’s decision making. On the other
hand, the understanding of Mental Models reveals the
needs of individuals to perform in specific situations.
Whereas Mental Models refer to the individual
level of humans, the concept was transferred to a team
level – the accumulation of different Mental Models
represented in a group. The so called Team Mental
Model reveals a common comprehension between
individuals in a team concerning specific facets on
occupational concerns such as task, performance and
interaction [7,8,29,31]. One focus of Team Mental
Models are resemblances of Mental Models – Shared
Mental Models [7,8,26,29]. SMM in research have
been theorized with different foci whereas the
emphasis has developed strongly towards the joint
comprehension shared by all members in a team while
different Mental Models are existent [19,25,33]. This
refers to the congruent development of SMM that is
needed for successful collaboration [19,22].
Furthermore, SMM embody knowledge structures that
unite individuals in a team [34]. The shared structures
of SMM lay open a path on how individuals may
perform as a team in their surrounding [34]. de Vreede
et al. (2012) collated the following structures of SMM
that are split into four categories: Firstly, knowledge
structures on equipment and tools; secondly, team task,
goal, and performance requirements; thirdly,
knowledge about other team members’ abilities,
knowledge, and skills and fourthly, knowledge about
appropriate team interactions [34]. Past research often
focused on one of the above mentioned categories [34].
Moreover, the purpose of SMM are to enable the
members of one team to build upon their own
knowledge structures as a pathway finder on

interaction with team members as well as forecast on
knowing how to process as a team [24].

3.1 Shared Mental Models and Creativity
One major aspect in SMM research is the relation
between SMM and creativity. The ability of being
creative in a team is defined as generating novel ideas,
which lead to innovative products and services as well
as processes in order to reach the organization’s
objectives in an improved manner [2,6,33]. This also
resembles the idea of innovation methods such as
Design Thinking. Within SMM research a debate on
whether SMM foster or tackle creativity has been
discussed over the past years [33]. Scholars who
assume a negative effect of SMM on creativity claim
that a high proportion of SMM hinder creativity. This
is because over a longer period of time the
harmonization of SMM leads to a comfortable position
that is barely risked [6]. The situation of high SMM in
teams could lead to avoidance of conflict which is
related to a restriction in solution space that might
hinder creative and innovative results [6,33]. It has to
be outlined that the argumentation is connected to the
lifespan of a team. Meeting in always changing team
constellation might turn the described effects. The
study of Santos et al. (2015) states that empirical
research on the influence of SMM on creativity is still
missing but their own study did a convincing
contribution in presenting that SMM “positively
influences team creativity, and in turn team
effectiveness.” [33, p. 653]. It has been determined that
the SMM categories such as team processes,
communication patterns and task orientation have a
positive effect on creativity [33]. Likewise, Santos et
al. (2015) concluded that SMM in a team leads to
generating new ideas transferred onto new products (or
services) which suit the demands and necessities of
task and team [33]. Accordingly, teamwork supported
by SMM result in satisfaction of the individual and
convincing standard of enactment [33]. Scholars who
claim that SMM have a positive effect on creativity
state that the ability of adaptation either on sharing
Mental Models or being commonly creative resemble
each other as both aspects solve problems [6,33].
Accordingly, SMM represent the team member’s
ability to foreshadow the desires and activities of team
colleagues in order to familiarize and by that perform
interactions that are positive for teamwork, -processes,
-tasks and -goals [8,33]. The following section will
describe the relationship between SMM, creativity and
virtual teams.
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3.2 On Teamwork, Virtual Teams and Shared
Mental Models
Teamwork has become an integral part of daily
business life that cannot protect itself from changing
business environments: Originally teamwork was
based on the physical presence of team members but
since the enhancement of ICT, teamwork can be
performed location-independent on a virtual level [25].
Maynard and Gilson (2013) go even a step further in
stating that “today’s teams rely extensively, and
sometimes even exclusively, on technology to
communicate” [25, p. 2]. This development might even
increase since the quality, competencies and variety of
ICT will probably rise, and this is indispensably
connected to changes in working structures. Existing
research on the impact of ICT on teamwork is limited
but current studies show that the application of ICT in
team contexts can either result in positive, negative or
neutral effects on team performance [25].
Teamwork in general implies three major aspects
such as working interdependently with other members,
incorporating the ability to adapt to demands of team
members and team task, dynamic communication as
well as information transfer and adapting towards a
certain lifespan of a task that has to be solved
commonly [32]. Teamwork is part of diverse
occupations and can even be performed without the
physical presence of team members, hence in virtual
teams. Virtual teams have been defined as teamwork
that is based on technology-mediated communication
while crossing several boundaries [18] and rely on a
certain degree of the usage of virtual tools in order to
organize and perform a team process [25].
Due to the advanced settings of virtual teams in
comparison to face-to-face teams particular challenges
influence the functioning of virtual teams. Maynard
and Gilson (2013) determine that the common
comprehension of a team task developed via SMM is a
prerequisite for successive team performance, no
matter what kind of communication is chosen [25].
Working virtually in a team implies an advanced
challenge for each team member due to time and
timing aspects. On the one hand, when using virtual
tools the current person in charge has to comprehend
what the person/people did previously and what can be
done now in the context of the overall team task –
time-independence relates to task interdependency
[25]. On the other hand, virtual teams might foster
simultaneous collaboration that needs to be organized
in terms of time and timespan.

3.2.1 Shared Mental Models in Virtual Teams
Until now most research has focused on building
SMM and their effects on given aspects in physically
present teams but there is still a lack in research on
SMM in virtual teams [25]. However, the findings
already made will be used as a basis for our paper.
Within the research on the role of SMM in virtual
teams, Maynard and Gilson (2013) investigated the
effects of technology used by virtual teams on SMM,
more specifically on the SMM knowledge structures
team and task. They found out that the proposed SMM
knowledge structures can be similarly treated in faceto-face teams and virtual teams, as both need to have a
common comprehension of what to do (task) and how
to organize their activity (process) [25]. Furthermore,
the authors identified that technology used by virtual
teams can either impede or support the building of
SMM. This is due to the fact that SMM are built in
phases, which is influenced by the choice and use of
virtual tools/technology in virtual team processes [25].
Accordingly, the choice of virtual tools concerning
their competencies has a tremendous effect on SMM
[25]. These findings lead to our assumption that a
further examination on specific virtual tools and their
role towards SMM needs to be conducted. The
foundation for building SMM in virtual teams is
appropriate communication that facilitates a shared
task comprehension as starting point for a common
team process [24].

3.3 Wicked Problems,
Shared Mental Models

Visualization

and

Buchanan (1992) presented a paper on “Wicked
Problems in Design Thinking” in which he outlined
that problems, which are indefinite and with no way
towards fast solution can appropriately be solved in the
way designer think, hence with Design Thinking,
which can be transferred on a general creative
approach to solving Wicked Problems [15]. Although
slightly different in definition, the so called Complex
Problems have already been identified in SMM
research. In the past decades research on Complex
Problem Solving (CPS) has been established within the
area of psychology [13]. A CPS is defined as process
where a sequence of tasks are needed to come to a
result – challenges are: complexity (several
requirements influence clarification), connectivity
(interconnectivity of events and aspects), dynamics
(changing events and requirements) and no
transparency (the given events are not predictable)
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[11,13]. When teams are confronted with Complex
Problems, the establishment of SMM is advantageous,
as the ability on adaptation is highly demanded in this
context. Since past research has shown that SMM,
more specifically the ability towards adaptation, have a
positive effect on solving Complex Problems, we
propose that SMM also have a positive effect in
solving Wicked Problems. This proposition refers to
the similar interdependent structure of both Complexand Wicked Problems and that the competence of
adaptation within a team remains the same challenge in
both processes.
One way to achieve SMM in Wicked Problem
environment is visualization. Visualization is used in
multiple occasions to facilitate creative teamwork.
Various research already examined the usage of
visualization tools as structural support for individual
or collaborative knowledge construction. Visualization
can be effectively used to represent individual opinions
in order to support reasoning. Visualizing a Mental
Model can therefore help to express complex thoughts
[12]. Findings show that especially in an early stage of
a problem-solving task, the process and the outcome
can be improved by providing people with the
possibility to visualize their thoughts [3,12]. Using
visualization to enhance SMM has been identified as a
suitable approach to support collaborative learning,
negation and decision making as well as to promote
group consensus [21,30]. In collaborative visualization,
the visual representation of individual mental models is
challenging. Due to different opinions, cultures,
background, interests and paradigms [21], the building
of SMM can cause problems in communication and
cooperation, which can result in a ineffective team
performance [20,21,24]. This requires a suitable tool to
head towards a visual representation of a SMM. We
focus on the measurement of the effects of
visualization and especially of virtual collaborative
visualization of a Wicked Problem on SMM. We
additionally aim to measure the effectiveness and
satisfaction level of a virtual visualization tool used in
a collaborative process to identify novel and effective
types of ICT to support this process.
Yusoff and Salim (2015) identified five types of
visualization on a virtual team level: shared - and
shared coordination visualization, shared multiple
representation and shared mirroring display – each type
has effects on SMM [37]. Shared visualization is
utilized to envision content, process and artifacts
within a team process in order to foster SMM [37]. The
visualization type shared mirroring display supports
collaboration within interrelated tasks whereas shared
multiple representation collates different visualizations
for collaboration, which can be advantageous for
solving Wicked Problems. All of these categories refer

to different kinds of visualization concerning
methodology, collaboration, complexity, etc. Yusoff
and Salim (2015) examined the type of visualization
concerning competencies of specific technologies [37],
our focus is the investigation of the effect on SMM
when using virtual visualization in teams.

4. Methodology
The description and discussion of theoretical
backgrounds, common roots and relation between
SMM, creativity and virtual teams show a common
ground for research on specific virtual tools to further
investigate and improve creative virtual teamwork.
In this paper, we test the impact of the use of a
virtual tool, in particular visualization, on SMM in
teamwork. With this research aim, we follow the
suggestion from Maynard and Gilson (2013) who
proposed that research on SMM in virtual teams would
outline the effects of individual reaction on different
technologies and help to explore the application of
innovative IT and its effect on SMM and enactment of
virtual teams [25].
As starting point to our research aim, we begin to
test how SMM can be ideally build in virtual teams in
the initial phase of creative teamwork. We analyze, if
visualization can improve a shared understanding of a
given problem in virtual teams.
We set up an experiment to examine the usage of a
virtual tool that supports the interactive and
collaborative building of a visual representation of a
given problem [9,17,27].
Our objectives are to answer the following research
questions:
(1) How do individuals adapt given technologies
to fit their needs [25]?
(2) What novel types of ICT can be used to
enhance the development of SMM and support
virtual team performance?
For a comprehensive analysis we thus evaluate if our
chosen virtual tool provides an effective way of
dealing with a Wicked Problem, as well as the level of
satisfaction and the way, how the interaction was
structured. As teams, “which members structure and
organize their team related knowledge” [22, p. 413]
tend to easily coordinate their activities and thus
improve their team performance, we additionally
assess the effectiveness of the virtual tool and the
structure of their interaction [22,23]. We derive the
following three hypotheses to evaluate the effects of
our proposed virtual tool. A virtual visualization tool
that offers a variety of visualization features, bears
(H1) a higher level of shared understanding of a
team task and a team goal …
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(H2) a higher level of satisfaction …
(H3) a higher level of perceived effectiveness …
(H4) a more structured team interaction …
… in comparison to a system without the
functionality of visualization.
In order to validate our hypotheses, we conducted
an experiment with two groups that used different
virtual tools. Our experimental group used an online
whiteboard – originally designed to support Design
Thinking – called Spacedeck (www.spacedeck.net).
Spacedeck is a virtual collaboration tool for
visualization, with specific competencies such as the
possibility to draw or insert text, forms and multimedia
like audio-, video- and image files. The whiteboard has
an intuitive functionality and its collaboration can be
performed in real-time with multiple geographically
dispersed users. Additionally, a chat function supports
communication within virtual teams. Spacedeck has
been developed to support especially creative work in
creative projects and enterprises for visual
collaboration.
Whiteboards play an important role in creative
teamwork processes since its plain surface is used for
visualization of tasks, ideas, images and other methods.
In physically present teams a whiteboard is a support to
visualize while communication proceeds and nonverbal signs influence the interaction [14,36]. For that
reason, we chose the online Whiteboard Spacedeck
since its functionalities come close to a physically
present environment. In contrast, the control group
used a simple chat system without having the
possibility to visualize their thoughts.

5.1. Experiment structure
We conducted an experiment with 40 participants,
which involved undergraduate and graduate students in
the ages between 22 and 30. The participants were
students with majors in the fields of computer science,
technology-oriented
business
administration,
engineering and other technological studies. In the
beginning, the participants were randomly and blindly
assigned to either an experimental (EG) or control
group (CG). We included a total of 10 teams (5
experimental teams, 5 control teams) with 4 team
members each, as larger team sizes are less likely to
build SMM [4]. Overall, we had 34 male and 6 female
participants. Both groups were assigned to
collaboratively engage with the same given task. For
the purpose of the experiment, we used a Wicked
Problem that all team members should commonly
understand in order to be able to formulate a team
process. Wicked problems have a high number of
elements that are relevant to the solution process and
are interconnected. Wicked Problem solutions can be

evaluated as good or bad but there is no right or wrong,
there is no similar approach to solution adapted from
other problem solving processes, there are several
explanations due to ideology, Wicked Problems are
dependent to other (complex) problems, there is just
one chance for success and no failure allowed [5,13].
For our experiment we used the Wicked Problem of
radioactive waste, including its origin and handling.
The problem of nuclear waste is a commonly known
issue, frequently discussed in the media with many
views and concerns. Our defined problem contained 28
elements like nuclear fission, uranium mining, tailing,
nuclear medicine, nuclear reprocessing and interim
storage. The problem had no definite formulation, had
no stopping rule, had a highly nontransparent structure
with a variety of connections, influences, different
possible goals and confusing information [5,13].
However, the structure and relations between each
element (e.g. “uranium mining leads to tailing”) was
explained in a textual description.
Both groups had the same textual description of the
problem, whereat the experimental group used the
online-whiteboard tool to be able to further visualize
the problem. Both groups were given a chat function
that should be used for communication within the
teams. The teams had 20 minutes to collaboratively
deal with the problem by using the given functions.
Experiments with test groups, prior to the experiment,
showed that the participants tended to finish working
on the wicked problem after about 20 minutes. Hence,
we determined a 20-minute timeframe for the group
work. Additionally, no participant in our experiments
asked for additional time. Both groups had the same
instructions: first, deal with, and understand the
problem; second, find a common goal and reach
agreement. The teams were not asked to produce ideas
at this very beginning of a teamwork process. Both
groups were introduced to the tools four days in
advance, to get familiar with the functionality. After
the process, each team member received a survey to
individually rate the level of SMM, perceived
effectiveness, satisfaction and the way the team
interacted. On the one hand, these questions provide us
feedback on the effect on SMM when the support of
visualization in virtual teams is given. On the other
hand, by evaluating the survey we can outline whether
visualization in virtual teamwork is able to keep up in
terms of perceived effectiveness, satisfaction and
interaction in comparison to physically present
teamwork. Both, the survey and the experiment data
will provide us indication on first, the effect on SMM
within the experiment structure and second, whether
the chosen virtual visualization tool can appropriately
serve as replacement for physically present teamwork
in the initialization phase of a creative teamwork.
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5.2. Measures
To validate our hypotheses, we disposed four
dependent
measures.
Our
measure,
shared
understanding of team task and goals, contains 21
unweighted items from Johnson et al. (2007) and
Santos et al. (2015), that are rated on a 5-point Likertscale [16,33]. Our second measure, satisfaction,
evaluates the level of satisfaction of the participants
with the tool. It contains 7 unweighted items from
Dennis et al. (2006) and Santos et al. (2015) and is
rated on a 5-point Likert-scale [10,33]. The third
measure involves the perceived effectiveness of the
process and contains four unweighted items, rated on a
5-point Likert-scale. The last measure, structured
interaction, evaluates, how well structured and goal
oriented the discussion was and how the
communication in the team was perceived. The
measure contains five unweighted items from
Alrushiedat & Olfman (2012), and van der Pol et al.
(2006), with different rating scales [1,28]. Table 1
shows the measures, which were captured in a postprocess survey.
Measure
Shared
understanding of
the team task and
goal

Items
21

Satisfaction

7

Perceived
effectiveness

3+11

Structured
interaction

3+22

Scale range
1=Strongly
Agree;
2=Agree;
3=Undecided;
4=Disagree;
5=Strongly
Disagree
1=Very satisfied;
2=Satisfied
3=Neither;
4=Dissatisfied;
5=Very
dissatisfied
1=Very effective;
2=Effective;
3=Neither;
4=Ineffective;
5=Very
ineffective
1=Strongly
Agree;
2=Agree;
3=Undecided;
4=Disagree;
5=Strongly
Disagree

Table 1: Measures
1

The item “How effective was this meeting
compared to a face-to-face meeting.” is excluded from
the mean and t-test calculations.

The measure structured interaction contains two
questions, which are excluded from the mean and t-test
calculations due to an inverted scale and a neutral
loading: Question 1: “The discussion was factual, not
personal nor critical.” and question 2: “Many
explanations were necessary during the process.”
In addition, we capture the whole communication
process of each team. We further compute the mean of
the number of words used for communication to find
out if SMM need intensive direct communication or if
SMM can be built on a mix of communication and
visualizing of the given Wicked Problem.

5.3. Results
The survey resulted in overall 1480 ratings by 40
participants. We calculated the means and standard
deviations of every measure and computed a set of two
sample t-tests to validate our hypotheses. Table 2
shows the results of the experiment.
Measure
Shared
understanding of
the team task and
goal
Satisfaction
Perceived
effectiveness
Structured
interaction

Means
EG=1.919
CG=3.548

SDs
σEG=.837
σCG=.940

EG=2.050
CG=3.436
EG=2.233
CG=3.700
EG=1.917
CG=3.183

σEG=.916
σCG=.969
σEG=.698
σCG=.788
σEG=.743
σCG=.983

Table 2: Results; (experimental group: EG; control
group: CG)
The two sample t-tests validate our hypotheses. Shared
understanding of the team task and goal is
significantly higher in the experimental group
(mean=1.919) than in the control group (mean=3.548,
t=25.527, p=2.2e-16, df=838). Satisfaction is
significantly higher in the experimental group
(mean=2.050) than in the control group (mean=3.436,
t=12.298, p=2.2e-16, df=278). Perceived effectiveness
is significantly higher in the experimental group
(mean=2.233) than in the control group (mean=3.700,
t=10.796, p=2.2e-16, df=118) and structured
interaction is significantly higher in the experimental
group (mean=1.917) than in the control group
(mean=3.183, t=7.9633, p=1.165e-12, df=118).
Both groups stated that the discussion was factual,
not personal nor critical (EG=1.450; CG=1.800), but
also stated that many explanations were necessary
during the process (EG=2.400; CG=2.250). Both
groups, however, stated that the process was not as
effective as a face-to-face meeting (EG=3.450;
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CG=4.000). The experimental teams used on average
260 words for their group interaction, whereas the
control teams used on average 514 words. Every
experimental group came up with a comprehensive
figure of the Wicked Problem, containing every
important element of the problem construct. Figure 1
shows the produced visualization of the Wicked
Problem of one experimental team.

Figure 1: Visualization of the Wicked Problem
produced by an experimental team (translated into
English)

6. Discussion
With our experiment we aimed to evaluate the
applicability of an online-whiteboard to build a shared
understanding of a team task and a team goal within
virtual teams. In addition, we evaluated whether the
online-whiteboard offers an appropriate way to
collaboratively deal with a given task, whether it
supports a more structured interaction and whether it
leads to a satisfied usage. Our experimental teams who
used the online-whiteboard outperformed the control
teams that did not have the functionality of visualizing
their thoughts. The experimental group had a
significant higher shared understanding of the team
task and team goal, a higher perceived effectiveness, a
higher level of satisfaction and a more structured
process. The given results present a significantly
higher SMM when visualization is used in virtual
teamwork. This supports the assumption that SMM
work as a proper indicator for creative virtual
teamwork. However both groups stated, that using the
virtual tool is less effective than a face-to-face

teamwork. Face-to-face situations offer several more
possibilities for communication, interaction, and
knowledge sharing in comparison to the limited
competencies of our web-based virtual tool [35]. Even
though, we identified a significant difference between
two virtual tools, we did not intend to establish a
virtual tool to outperform face-to-face meetings. In
fact, the results show that a virtual tool can even
impede SMM as already mentioned by Maynard and
Gilson (2013).The teams of the control group used on
average more words during their discussion. This is
due to the fact, that they needed more words to
describe the problem, as there was no other way of
collaboration like visualization. In addition, they spent
more time discussing their procedure, whereas the
experimental teams started working faster. Although,
both groups reported that many explanations during the
experiment were necessary, the qualitative analyses of
the chat history showed, that only the control group
discussed the interconnections, influences and the
structure of the Wicked Problem. Whereas the
experimental group mainly discussed the usage of the
tool. These findings give answer to our research
question how individuals adapt to given technologies
to fit their needs. The control teams had only one
possibility to collaborate via the use of the chat
function – the qualitative evaluation of the chat history
outlined that team members concentrated on task
relevant communication, which underlines that given
technology was adapted towards team task and team
goal related needs. In contrast, the experimental group
adapted the chat function for team process relevant
communication such as the functionality of the tool,
since the opportunity to visualize substituted team task
and goal oriented chat-communication. But it has to be
considered that the small number of participants limits
the generalizability of the results. However, our
experiment shows that an online-whiteboard offers an
appropriate way to build SMM. This is the answer to
our second research question, asking what novel types
of ICT can be used to enhance the development of
SMM and support virtual team performance. Our
chosen virtual tool is relatively new and its abilities
come close to the abilities of physically present teams
(visualization in form of text, images, communication
and collaboration).

7. Conclusion and Outlook
As customers, business partners, employees and
other stakeholder are increasingly dispersed around the
globe, creative team processes must be adapted
towards a virtual, time- and location-independent
process via the support of ICT. We started our research
by firstly identifying virtual tools that support the
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development of SMM which are the basis for
collaborative work and hence the founding pillar for
creativity and innovation methods. By assigning
existing virtual tools on their application within a
creative process, we decided to focus on the initializing
phase. Furthermore, we decided to use an onlinewhiteboard as appropriate virtual tool. The
functionality of a (online) whiteboard offers the
possibility to start from a plain surface to arrange
necessary aspects, questions and interdependencies
until a Wicked Problem is appropriately illustrated.
This reveals a common understanding of a team task,
goal and process via collaboratively visualizing in a
virtual team. SMM act as indicator for successive
teamwork. This paper shall act as a starting point
towards improving creative virtual teamwork via the
usage of SMM as proving indicator. To reach the goal
of virtually performing creative processes, a
multiplicity of aspects such as synergies and
visualization competencies need to be protected and
technological requirements for creative virtual
teamwork need to be aligned and improved according
to teamwork processes, e.g. collaboration and usability.
Our experiment has shown that virtual visualization of
a Wicked Problem increases the level of SMM and its
perceived efficiency by members in a virtual team. The
combination of SMM, virtual teams, creativity and
Wicked Problems revealed a foundation for time- and
location-independent teamwork with the help of ICT
und thus initializing a first step towards “Virtual
Design Thinking”.
The next step in our research is to improve the
performance of virtual tools in a way that their use is as
efficient as face-to-face teamwork. To increase the
quality, efficiency and satisfaction of virtual creative
processes, further investigation on the usage of ICT
and virtual tools for the initialization phase as well as
the following team process phases need to be
conducted. We suggest analyzing different types of
virtual visualization tools as well as other tools that
support creativity to prove their competencies and
impact on SMM in a creative teamwork context.
Further on, our experiment focused on the two
SMM knowledge structures team task and team goal,
for more detailed results other knowledge structures
such as knowledge about abilities, competencies and
skills of team members could be taken into account via
the application of social media profiles. Furthermore,
we suggest an experiment environment with diverse
cultural backgrounds of participants to investigate the
effects of culture and SMM in virtual creative
teamwork. Additionally, we suggest the investigation
of other creative methods for visualization than
whiteboards to enhance team performance.
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